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Abstract

The study aims to test the effectiveness of Islamic counseling model for helping the students to tighten their religious commitment. The religious commitment is covered in three major Islamic teachings: Iman (faith), Islam (surrender to Allah), and Ihsan (state of being observed by Allah). The model of Islamic counseling aims to tighten students' religious commitment must to be applied immediately because the preface study reveals some students' religious commitment were not strong enough, their behavior and thinking symptoms tend to not appropriate yet with Islam norm among their association and conception toward the truth of God. To achieve the aim, the study was carried out with three steps: (1) designing a model of counseling; (2) trying out field study, using pretest-post test control group experimental design with 140 students of Islamic Religion Education, the Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teaching, State Islamic University, Sunan Gunung Djati, Bandung. Of 140 students, 70 students are from the classes: A (32 people), B (38 people), involved in control group and the test; 37 people from class C, and 33 students from class D involved in the experiment group, and; (3) designing a final model by revising the model tried-out. The variable involved three major Islamic dimensions: the iman, Islam, and ihsan of the students. The model was designed based on the theory put forward by Musfir bin Said Az-Zalimi, that is, an integrated counseling model. The model combines and employs the ideas from other concepts into a tightly united concept, called Islamic concept. Upon completing analysis, it was found that the new concept is significantly effective to enhance students' religious commitment. A Model of Islamic Counseling (MIC) is an alternative-counseling model that can be employed for teenagers/students to enhance their religious commitment. The study recommends that: (1) MIC can be applied to fifth semester students in the Faculty of Tarbiyah State Islamic University; (2) the application of MIC collaborates with professional and proportional elements relevant to the expected aim; (3) the researchers studying the same materials use the appropriate method appropriate to individual characteristics referring to Islamic norms kaffah (integrally).
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A. INTRODUCTION

The presence of religious education as a foundation of learning process in State Islam University Bandung environment is expected that students able to have religious commitment because it is an important thing for their activities both inside and outside the campus.

Based on preliminary study of religious commitment on some students were low, there were behaviors to be not in accordance with Islamic norms, such expressions some students experience in writing report, namely: they were not convinced enough of Islam as religion because they have not understood Islam as a whole, cannot repent until now causing more and more to sin, difficult to stay in istiqomah, difficult to always do good in whatever circumstances, and any behaviors not in accordance with Islamic Sharia.
Based on these facts, it can happen because of how accepting and responding to religious education different from what was supposed to be. Truly by applying the religion would be able to resolve shock and imbalance that occurred in the community (Daradjat, 1993: 118). Shock feelings happened to students could be caused by the conflict and disharmony in the family, society, and campus environment. Students' anxiety caused by the moral values taught by religion was different from the behaviors that occurred in public environments. Therefore in a religious building on the student, educators/ counselors must be able to explore the students' soul so that they could be led, guided, and could be directed to understanding the true religion so that in counseling process could appease their soul from the soul shock while.

To complete the achievement of religious commitment, students should: (a) Find the answer to the question "Who am I?", (B) Determining the future orientation and answer the question "Where are my goals?", And (c) "what would be am I?" if students failed in their searching for religious identity (religious commitment), then the student will experience self doubt, confusion roles, and satisfied with the fixation, and doing the destructive themselves activities. One of commitment determinations in an effort to increase religious commitment towards the higher level is a willingness to understand and apply religious values (Islam) in everyday life, which includes faith, Islam and goodness (Ansari, 1983, p.31).

The researchers considered to help students to improve religious commitment is using interventions that focus on students, especially in behavioral psychology cognitive in accordance with Islamic guidance counseling principles, which emphasizes the notion that the changes should be based on the student's own desire / start from the self (ibda binafsik) with the syar'i (Islam) based. The model that was applied in this study was Islamic counseling model, which was expected to increase students' religious commitment.

Basic model of Islamic counseling in the writing of this dissertation is al-Quran as the first and the foremost guidance for Muslims, then the implementation process have: (1) Clear basis (2) Clarity of purpose to be achieved. (3) Clear procedures / process. (4) No doubt it (the Qur'an). (5) Instructions for those who fear Allah. (6) (Al Furqan) a clear distinction between right and falsehood. (/) Attempting to deliver to the benefit of life (mashali hu al-Ibad / a rahmatan lil alamin) for the universe.

Islamic Conseling Model is expected to: (1) Putting the "al-Qur'an" as a basis to resolve various problems of life, so it can maintain religious commitment to students' self as "the noblest creature of God" (khalifatullah fil ardl). (2) Study the Qur'an in a "proper and right", so the Qur'an is used to find the benefit of life (mashali hu al-Ibad). (Hanifah, 1989: ii). (3) Being a mukmin (someone who has a conviction) which is not only manifested by words and belief in the heart. More than that, faith is the manifestation of acts based on spiritual reflection to encourage people to love and obey the laws of Allah and His Messenger, more than anything about all aspects of life (Hadi, 1981: 7). (4) Having a religious commitment (sense of self tied) toward Islam which is manifested by: (a) believe in Islam. (b) Knowing the guidance of Islam. (c) Applying Islam. (d) Invite people to Islam. (e) Patient in to Islam, Then by Islamic Counseling able to carry moral responsibility and i'tiqadi "Ana Muslimun qabla kulli Syaiin" (prior to any action, I realized that I was a Muslim". (Ansari, 1983, p. 77).

This research led to be formed Islamic Counseling Model (ICM) as an effective way in helping students to develop the dimensions of faith, Islam and charity as the estuary of religious commitment.
B. METHODOLOGY

A research method used was quasi-experimental method (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Cozby, 1989; Gay, L.R, 1987; Juckman, 1978; & Montgomer, 1984, p.189). Hypothesis study testing conducted with quasi-experimental design "group pre test-post test design" (Krathwohl, David R, 1993). The groups involved are treated group called the experimental group abbreviated EG and groups who are not given the treatment used as the comparison group called the controlled group abbreviated CG. Treatment "was given to the experimental group (EG) performed one time for one semester. Therefore this design is called "one-shot pre test/post test sign" (Heppner, PP, et al, 1992, p. 52-53).

Experimental design can be seen in Figure 3.1 below:

![Figure 3.1 Experimental design](image)

Explanation: R indicates the selection classes sample; O shows measurement (test); O1 and O2 are pre test, O3 and O4 are post test; and the X indicates the treatment.

1. Stage Research

The study was conducted in three phases of activity (1) collecting data before the experiment, (2) The implementation of experiments, and (3) The collection of data after the experiment, these steps were as follows: (a). Researcher was introduced as a lecture of guidance and counselling and a counsellor on campus before the research conducted, (b) data of all students who become the subject of research collected before the experiment (pre-test), both the control group data and experimental group data. Tester was researcher in the regular classroom scene in guidance counselling courses, (c). Implementation of experiments conducted on a semester 2007/2008 academic years, each classroom experiments treated at least two times a week. (d). Then, two weeks before the midterm test of 2007/2008 academic year, test conducted after treatment carried out.

Based on the overall activities of the preparation of the model, then the research stages are as follows:

a. Preliminary Study

In a preliminary study conducted two activities those were literature review and empirical study. Literature review carried out in order to obtain information about the theory of religious commitment, Islamic counselling, and Islamic counselling model by reviewing the various books, journals, research reports, and sources of other readings relating to the theory of religious commitment, Islamic counselling, and the model of Islamic counselling.

Empirical studies carried out by using descriptive research design in order to obtain data about the profile of students' religious commitment and the service to student in improving of religious commitment.
b. The design of hypothetical Islamic counselling model

Based on the results of preliminary studies above, then arranged hypothetical Islamic counselling model to improve students' religious commitment in state Islam University. In the arrangement of counselling model researchers discussed with several professors of Islamic Education and consulted with the supervisor so that the resulting model is feasible theoretically to improve to students' religious commitment services.

Hypothetical model of Islamic counselling generated several components consists of rational, the vision, mission, purpose, functions and roles of counsellor, materials, counsellor requirements, procedures, strategies, and evaluation and implementation of guidelines summarized in UICSA (Unit of Islamic Counselling Services Agenda).

c. Feasibility test of hypothetical Islamic Counselling model

This activity is intended to get input counselling and religion expert on the feasibility of hypothetical Islamic counselling model for the improvement of students' religious commitment in State Islam Bandung University. This activity was carried out through seminars, but the implementation of the seminar was not done at one place and the same time, but done by sending the text "Islamic Counselling model to Increase Religious Commitment" to experts who had the time and place previously determined, then the time been agreed (between one to two weeks) the researcher met with the experts to get their input. This method adopted for consideration (a) because it is not easy to meet with the experts at the place and the same time, (b) to allow the experts reviewing the manuscript and gave input and (c) so that researchers can discuss and clarify the input of the experts as personally.

d. Revision of hypothetical Islamic Counselling model

Inputs from the previous seminar used to revise the model of counselling. During revising of counselling model, researchers continue to consult with the supervisor to obtain further input in order that the counselling model, which had been generated, had an effective standard to be applied in the service of improving students' religious commitment in State Islam University Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung.

e. Field Test

Based on the result of revision in the hypothetical model, the field test was conducted to determine the effectiveness of the hypothetical Islamic counselling model. The effectiveness test of the model experiment was carried out through the application of Islamic counselling model for improving students' religious commitment in State Islam University by using quasi-experimental design (Campbell & Stanley, 1966; Cozby, 1989; Gay, LR, 1987; Juckman, 1978; & Montgomery, 1984: 189). To test the hypothesis of the study used a quasi-experimental design "group pre test - post test design" (Krathwohl, David R., 1993). The groups involved are treated group (called the experimental group abbreviated EG) and the group not given the treatment. The not treated group used as the comparison group (called the control group abbreviated CG). Treatment was applied to experimental group (EG) performed one time for one semester. Therefore, this design is called "one-shot pre test / post test sign" (Heppner, PP, et al, 1992: 52-53). The test was expected to obtain the findings about the effectiveness of counselling models for the improvement of Islamic religious commitment (aspects of the faith, Islam, and charity).
3. Subjects of Research

These subjects of research were students of Islam Education, consist of two study groups taken from 8 classes (eight classes: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H) of the 2007/2008 school year in the faculty of Tarbiyah (education) State Islam University Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung. Two groups had been served as Experimental group (EG) and two other groups as controlled group (CG). Determination of Experimental Group and Control Group established by random technique toward regular classes of fifth semester consist of eight parallel classes. Random sampling was generated the class C and D as experimental group, while A and B as control group. Sampling results were presented in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
<th>Controlled group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The characteristic samples were as follows: students ages 17-18 to 21-25, male / female Moslem. The reason foundation of subjects' selection of students aged such a like that was because of they are in period of trying to achieve the improvement and maturity of their religious beliefs (Az-Zahrani, 2005:397 and Daradjat, 1973: 91).

4. Research Instruments

Statement selection steps that had been used were as follows. 1) Testing the weight of scale of statement value; 2) Testing the distinguishing features of each statement and testing the integrity of each statement with all the statement, and 3) Testing the validity of factors. These were the steps of development of religious commitment instruments: (a) arranging the lattice Religious Commitment Instruments. (Table 3.3) (b). Formulating a statement items (based on the lattice of the instrument table 3.3), and (c). Considering and pitching the statement helped by the experts. The expert were two experts from department of Psychology and Guidance UPI Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia (Indonesian Education University) and an expert who have mastered in Islamic Education from UIN / Universitas Islam Negeri Bandung (State Islam University in Bandung).

a. Testing the weight of scale of statement value (example: Table 3.4), which meet the criteria for scoring the weight scale. The result of this activity can be seen in the appendix

b. Testing the distinguishing features of each statement, and testing the integrity of each statement with all the statement (Edwards 1957: 152). It can be known by calculating the average of difference score of each statement between all instruments. The criteria used were: a statement which has significance t-score between p = 0,05 until p = 0,10 deemed to have distinguishing features.

c. Testing the validity of factors. The purpose of this test is to determine whether
each indicator on each instrument is an integral part of the overall statement on each instrument. This characteristic was tested by calculating correlation between the indicators, and the correlation between each indicator with all indicators. The result test of correlation between indicators in the instrument of religious commitment (attached). This was shown by the quality of relationships which had significance at the 0:01 and 0:05. The result of this test could be concluded that this instrument had adequate internal validity, it means these instruments actually measure what should be measured, for more detail, it can be seen in table 3.5.

5. The Technique of Data Analysis

The technique of data analysis that had been used was the technique of statistical analysis descriptive, descriptive analysis technique, t test, and anova test. Descriptive statistical analysis technique was used to analyze data about student religious commitment profile. Descriptive analysis was used to analyze data of students' religious commitment improvement service and the effectiveness of Islamic counselling model implementation process based on field tests. T test was used to analyze: (1) The difference score of the acquisition between student religious commitment experimental groups and control groups after Islamic counselling model had been applied, (2) The difference score of the acquisition of religious commitment between male students and female students who obtain religious commitment improvement service through Islamic counselling Model (3) The difference score of the acquisition of religious commitment between students from state / private high school and state / private religious high school (including religious boarding school). The anova one line test was used to analyze the difference scores based on the acquisition aspects of students' religious commitment (faith, Islam, and Charity) that got from improvement of religious commitment service through Islamic Counselling Model for students.

The normality of distribution test used Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, while the testing of homogeneity performed by using Levene statistics. Implementation of the calculation of statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS V.12 for Windows.

C. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

1. The discussion and research findings were as follows:

a. The improvement of experimental group’s religious commitment: average Increase of control group's religious commitment is 32% with average score of the post-test is 189.62. More detail can be seen in the chart:
b. The improvement of controlled group's religious commitment: average increase is 17%, with average post-test score is 169.3:
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\[
\text{Mean} = 32.3971 \\
\text{Std. Dev.} = 9.1659 \\
N = 70
\]

c. The comparison of improvement of religious commitment between experimental group and controlled group: firstly normality test of data improvement had been conducted before doing statistical test to know the comparison of improvement of religious commitment between experimental group and controlled group. As follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests of normality</th>
<th>Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a)</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Eksperimen</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Kontrol</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This is a lower bound of the true significance

Based on the above table it can be concluded that the increase data both students' religious commitments of the experimental group or control group distribute normally. This can be seen from the two tests done of kolmogrove-smirov and Shapiro-Wilk figures indicate significance > 0.05. For more detail can be seen in the following graph:

![Image of histogram showing distribution of gain scores.]

Increased commitment to know the difference between experimental groups and control groups t test for two samples, which saw an average gain of differences within each group. Following results.
2. Independent Samples Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Levene's Test for Equality of Variances</th>
<th>t-test for Equality of Means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>32,574</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>4,373</td>
<td>84,531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that the t score for the gain of both groups was 4.373 (assuming equal variance) with significance value (probability) was 0.000. Because the probability was <0.05, it can be concluded that the increase in religious commitment of experimental group and control group was different, with an average increase in religious commitment of the experimental group was about 14.97% higher than average increase in the controlled group.

3. Discussion of Implementation of Islamic Counselling Model for improving Religious Commitment

The counselling model on this study was Islamic Counselling Model for improving religious commitment with the strategic mission and operation based on: (1) the value content of Al-Imran in verse of 104 tells amar-ma'raf Nahi Munkar Concept as a foundation of Islamic counselling mission (2) the value content of An-Nahl in verse of 125 tells Hikmah and M.auizhah as a foundation of strategic operation. The discussion as follows:

a. The value content of Al-Imran in verse of 104

   *Amar-ma'raf Nahi Munkar* concept and implementation through Islamic counselling model "And let among you from some people to invite others to the righteousness, order to *ma'raf* and prevent to *munkar*, they are the prosperous people"

In this verse Of 104, Allah order believers to go through the right way and invite people to the righteousness and *ma'raf*

According to Sayyid Quthub that there are two things that need to be highlighted in the context of Islamic counselling model relates to the Quran of Ali Imran in verse 104 (Shihab, 2005), as follows:

First, divine values should not be imposed but persuasively conveyed to students as found in His Word: "Engage to God's way wisely, heartfelt advice and discuss with them with a better way". QS.An-Nahl (16): 125. See (باليتَ حيَة أحسُن) (bilati hiya ahsan) with a better ways, not just a "good".

In counselling sessions, the counsellor invites students to believe in the right way but not by forcing them, the counsellor gives leeway to students to choose between faith and kufr, but of any choices made have consequences for liquidated. Second, the next things that need to be highlighted is *ma'raf*. *Ma'raf* has to be ordered and *munkar* should be prevented by us whether we are the owner of power or not. "Whoever among you saw *munkar*, then let him change it (make it to *ma'nuf*) by hand/his power, if he can not afford (no power) to change it, then with his
tongue/speak, if (with this one) he still can not afford to change it then with his heart, and that's the least of weak faith". Thus the word of the Prophet narrated by several narrators of hadith, among others, Imam Muslim, at-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah through the Prophet's Companions, Abu Said al-Khudri.

Quran as the foundation of the concept of ma’ruf in Islamic counselling model opens widely to accommodate the development of positive values of society. Islamic counselling model concept is media to help individuals (students) to solve the problems of life and a medium of learning the true religious life, the concept also prohibits the imposition of the values of the Quran even though these values are the most basic things like faith and unity of Allah.

Rasulullah said (al-Ghazali, 1996: 80): "Whoever among you saw munkar, then let him change it (make it to ma’ruf) by band/his power, if he cannot afford (no power) to change it, then with his tongue I speak, if (with this one) he still can not afford to change it then with his heart, and that's the least of weak faith". Some ulama (scholars/experts in religion) argue that changing with hand-done by the government, orally done by ulama, and with a heart made by a layman, other ulama say that everyone who is able to change munkar, so he has an obligation to change it, as the word of God in the holly Qur'an, Almaidah 02: "and you help each other in doing the virtue and piety, and do not you help each other in doing sin and a violation". (Depag RI, 2004:107)

The concept of ma’ruf in Islamic counselling models opens widely for the development of positive values in society and closes for the development of a negative value. Therefore this model is very suitable to be applied in today as information era which so many offers value. Islamic counselling models trying to hold strong on the rule: keep the good old values and take new better values.

b. Amar ma’ruf concept through Islamic counselling model

There are four pillars of the concept of amar ma’ruf in Islamic counselling model, namely: (1) a person who rebuke (counselling executor), (2) a person who was rebuked (the person who counselled), (3) deeds be reproved (deeds that counselled), and (4) reprimand (reminiscent in counselling when there is a munkar).

(1) A person who rebuke (counselling executor), The first condition is to be a Muslim who mukallaf; the second is Islam; the third is a man who could behave fairly
(2) A person who is rebuked (the person who counselled), ie: a person who denies the religious teadungs of Islam while claiming Islam.
(3) Deeds be reproved (deeds that counselled), kemunkaran meaning is something that is forbidden to be done according to the Shari’a
(4) Reprimand (reminiscent in counselling when there is a munkar). There are several steps and etiquette in this case:

- Aware of any munkar
- Notification prevent people who should notify the dangers of munkar with good talk
- Prevented by counsel, conducted with softly, not rough and angry

c. Characteristics of people who do amar ma’ruf nahi munkar

In the application of Islamic counseling model must have at least three characteristics there are knowledgeable, wara’: have good attitude (akhlakul karimab)
Gynecology Value Sura/Chapter An-Nahl/16, verse 125

1) The concept of Islamic Wisdom through Counseling Model

Invite (mankind, O Muhammad SAW) to the Way of your Lord (i.e. Islam) with wisdom (i.e. with the Divine Revelation and the Qur'an) and fair preaching, and argue with them in a way that is better. Truly, your Lord knows best who has gone astray from His Path, and He is the Best Aware of those who are guided.

That need to be underlined in the Quran sura/chapter An-Nahl/16 verse 125 relating to the concept of Islamic counselling model that is the word “wisdom”, which means it is something that when used or paid attention will bring great benefit and convenience, and hinder the loss or great difficulty.

2) The concept of Mau’izah (preaching) by Islamic Counseling Model

That need robe underlined in the Quran sura/chapter An-Nahl / 16 verse 125 relating to the concept of mau’izah (preaching) is in submitting suggestions should be in a good way, whereas when jadil (argue) should be a "better way" not only "good". This means that mau’izah (Preaching) there is a good way and there is a bad way.

D. CONCLUSION

The study aims to test the effectiveness of Islamic counseling model for helping the students to tight their religious commitment. The religious commitment is covered in three major Islamic teachings: Iman (faith), Islam (surrender to Allah), and Ihsan (state of being observed by Allah). The model of Islamic counseling aims to tight students' religious commitment must to be applied immediately because the preface study reveals some students’ religious commitment were not strong enough, their behavior and thinking symptoms tend to not appropriate yet with Islam norm among their association and conception toward the truth of God.

To achieve the aim, the study was carried out with three steps: (1) designing a model of counseling; (2) trying out field study, using pretest-post test control group experimental design with 140 students of Islamic Religion Education, the Faculty of Tarbiyah and Teaching, State Islamic University, Sunan Gunung Djati, Bandung. Of 140 students, 70 students are from the classes: A (32 people), B (38 people), involved in control group and the test; 37 people from class C, and 33 students from class D involved in the experiment group, and; (3) designing a final model by revising the model tried-out. The variable involved three major Islamic dimensions: the iman, Islam, and ihsan of the students. The model was designed based on the theory put forward by Musfir bin Said Az-Zahrani, that is, an integrated counseling model. The model combines and employs the ideas from other concepts into a tightly united concept, called Islamic concept.

Upon completing analysis, it was found that the new concept is significantly effective to enhance students’ religious commitment. A Model of Islamic Counseling (MIC) is an alternative counseling model that can be employed for teenagers/students to enhance their religious commitment.

The study recommends that: (1) MIC can be applied to fifth semester students in the Faculty of Tarbiyah State Islamic University; (2) the application of MIC collaborates with professional and...
proportional elements relevant to the expected aim; (3) the researchers studying the same materials use the appropriate method appropriate to individual characteristics referring to Islamic norms *kaффah* (integrrally).
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